List of the delegation members ( startups )
OpenLegacy accelerates digital transformation for core insurance systems by +10x faster
https://www.openlegacy.com/
Air Doctor is a digital solution which provides insurers with a global outpatient medical
network through which their customers can access the most appropriate care while
.travelling abroad seamlessly and at no cost to them
https://www.air-dr.com/
Roojoom presents the next-generation of customer engagement and service platform by
leveraging AI and ML to reinvent how insurance companies engage with each individual
customer to offer the Right Product, at the Right Time by using the Right Channels for
optimal impact on business KPIs
https://www.roojoom.com/
EasySend is a no-code platform for building and optimizing digital customer journeys in
insurance and financial services. EasySend enables the quick and easy transformation of
paper-based processes and PDFs into fully digital, compliant customer journeys.
/https://www.easysend.io
Novidea Is a complete end to end digital agency management system, built on Salesforce,
native in the cloud, focussed on data, AI, predictive analytics, and out of the box integration
to best of breed technology for agents, brokers and MGAs
https://www.novideasoft.com/
Binah.ai provides insurers and re-insurers an AI-powered, video-based vital signs monitoring
application, allowing them to improve risk assessment and operational efficiencies
throughout the underwriting and dynamic underwriting processes
.https://www.binah.ai/

Insurights is a user friendly & user-specific Optimized Health Coverage Solution for health
insurance vendors (Insurance companies & brokers) We help individuals be healthier by
giving them a tool to understand and leverage their health insurance and wellness benefits
https://insurights.com/#!/welcome
Onlife Insurance combines on the spot issuance of term life insurance combined with
dynamic health maintenance program, emphasizing stress reduction and behavioral
economics adherence tools. These drive savings for the client, and deeper relationship with
higher retention rates for the company
http://onlifein.com/
Insurtix is a breakthrough digital core platform in insurance, enables, using advanced
technology and simple and available management tools, to manage end-to-end insurance
activities
www.insurtix.com
Contguard is a global monitoring company that provides end-to-end service for managing
goods in transit
https://www.contguard.com/
RemitRix provides insurers with web-based SaaS application to Optimize their balance sheet
management under Solvency II and IFRS17
www.remitrix.com
Trusty develop and operate a simple but sophisticated insurance marketplace
A digital sales lifeline to insurance SMEs and a price meta-search platform for insurance
consumers
https://trusty.co.il/
DigitalOwl developed an AI system that reads, understands, and analyzes medical
documents automatically and quickly, allowing Underwriters and Claim Analysts to focus
their valuable time on making better decisions faster.
https://www.digitalowl.com/
Ravin is leveraging artificial intelligence to inspect vehicle physical condition using
customer's mobile phone cameras, enabling faster & cheaper claim submission and
processing
www.ravin.ai
Med Shield developed a robust platform for next generation travel insurance that is offered
to insurance companies as a turnkey white-label solution
http://www.mytravelshield.co/

Apfie developed an insurance product factory which simplifies the creation of contextual,
connected insurance products & a customer acquisition management technology that
maximizes conversion and LTV

www.apfie.com
Go is a digital platform for traditional insurance company for all the basic product from a-z
Fit to b2b b2c c2c
https://www.go-ins.co.il/EN
Treepodia - Enriching clients relations for insurance companies using AI powered
personalized videos
https://www.treepodia.com/En/Home/
Otorize is the first proven solution for detecting impairment in seconds, accident prevention
in the workplace or DUI. NOT intrusive, NO bodily fluids, NO chemicals, NO HW needed,
effective on any substance, be it alcohol, cannabis, drugs, and more. 100% digital
www.otorize.com
Agilius is pioneering Usage Based Insurance for Real-Estate leveraging a data-driven &
customer centric approach
www.agilius.com
Voca assists insurance companies in automating and scaling customer conversations with
our friendly, Voice AI agents. As the leader in natural, intelligent, and empathetic spoken
conversations, Voca utilizes Virtual AI Agents to increase customer satisfaction, maximize
.agent time, and reduce cost
/https://voca.ai
SerenusAI system is revolutionizing prior authorizations using Artificial Intelligence and
Machine Learning to optimize the utilization process, thus saving countless lives and
resources. The solution reduces both medical and administrative costs, boosts satisfaction
across the board, and advances care quality and effectiveness
www.serenusai.com

